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For general microbiology laboratory courses.   Â  Containing 57 thoroughly class-tested and easily

customizable exercises,  Laboratory Experiments in Microbiology, Eleventh Edition, provides

engaging labs with instruction on performing basic microbiology techniques and applications for

undergraduate students in diverse areas, including the biological sciences, allied health sciences,

agriculture, environmental science, nutrition, pharmacy, and various pre-professional programs.     

The perfect companion to Tortora/Funke/Caseâ€™s  Microbiology: An Introduction  or any

introductory microbiology text, the Eleventh Edition features fourteen new Part-opening Case

Studiesthat introduce students to a real world scenario or health-oriented case that connects the lab

exercises to an engaging, familiar context. Updates to the new ASM BSL-2 safety lab protocol

enhance flexibility and customization options for the instructor. MasteringMicrobiologyâ€™s newly

updated prelab quizzes along with MicroLab Tutors and Lab Technique Videos ensure students

arrive prepared for each lab and provide additional review opportunities.Â   Â 
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The book is fine, but I got the kindle version and it won't let me print it off. Not being able to print

your labs makes the book completely worthless. Lab books on kindle need a print function, selling it

without that fiction seems dishonest to me

I bought this book for around $12 and the textbook for about $10. I didn't want to pay $350 for the

newest edition. I checked my classmates book and this book is pretty much exactly the same as the



newer edition. It was risky buying the old edition but the payoff in saving all that money is worth the

risk.

I rented a used lab manual and it was in terrible condition. The pages are falling out, there is writing

all over it, and assignment pages are missing! It is going to be a little difficult to do my homework

when it isn't even in the book! I can't believe they would even think about letting their customers rent

a manual like this at all!

Worst book I have ever rented. The pages at the last of each exercise was rippe off so there was no

use if this book at all . I ha to borrow the book from my other classmates . I do not recommend

anyone renting or buying this book .

Great manual for the laboratory... Lack of pictures is the main detraction from this product. Only a

few pages of color photos.

I have no complaints in regards to the seller or the quality of product that they delivered. Shipment

was exactly as expected and the book was advertised in correct condition.Now then, the text itself is

unorganized and lacking. It's certainly a good beginner's beginner guide (yes, I meant that doubly)

for those in Micro, but I was unenthused and unimpressed. If your professor plans on using the

handouts within the manual, you should be fine. However, if your professor plans on having you

complete their own handouts with this as a reference, plan on doing a lot of Googling instead.

this is a rather extensive lab notebook. well written and contains a lot of extra information about the

procedures that may not be found in a lab book itself. also contains appendices in the back on

various equipment use like spectrophotometer and membrane filters.

A poorly done lab manual.its jus confusing and typically isn't used a whole lot.I wasted money on

this.the worksheets in it were not helpful in studying at all.
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